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Jump Rope Your Way Lean is a your guide to jumping rope, strengthening your muscles and

shaping your physique. You will enjoy jump and pump workouts, a jump and stretch workout

and jump H.I.I.T. trainings.Enjoy several meal suggestions and links to follow along

videos.Share this book with friends and family and push your fitness further.

"Mariah K. Lyons has the unique ability to cut through the clutter surrounding the world of

wellness and present the science behind crystals in a way that is accessible yet still honors

their magic. Through her mix of in-depth research and hands-on work as a healer, she has

produced an encyclopedic guide that is both insightful and informative. It’s the only book on

crystals you’ll ever need!" —Rachel Marlowe, West Coast Contributor, Vogue "As a crystal

lover, Crystal Healing for Women helped me to dive deeper into their many layers and

dimensions. I now have new tools to help me connect with my truest nature.” —Lori Bregman,

doula and author of The Mindful Mom-To-Be and Mamaste“Mariah, thank you for writing this

insightful book! We are moving into a new world that needs more care, wisdom, and kindness,

and your book encompasses all of that—with crystals and more!“— Heng Ou, author of The

First Forty Days and Awakening Fertility, and founder of MotherBees"Crystal Healing for

Women is a wonderful book to introduce readers to the feminine healing wisdom of our crystal

allies." —Sahara Rose, author of A Yogic Path and host of the Highest Self PodcastAbout the

AuthorMariah K. Lyons is a Crystal Healer, Reiki Master, Meditation Guide, and Western

Herbalist. She is the founder of ASTARA, a luxury crystalline grounding footwear company

integrat¬ing ancient healing practices with sustainable design. Her work bridges the world of

spirit and matter, and she is deeply dedicated to supporting the awakening of higher

consciousness upon the planet through various mediums and healing modalities. Mariah has

led workshops and classes for Nike, Yahoo!, NBC Universal, and DreamWorks, and her work

has been featured in Vogue, the LA Times, goop.com, Vanity Fair, Harper's Bazaar, and on

Good Morning America. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Jump YourWay LeanJumping rope is a "no excuse" exercise.by: Coach Angela

JaecopyrightCopyright © 2020 by Coach Angela Jae All rights reserved.You are welcome to

print a copy of this document for your personal use. Other than that, no part of this publication

may be reproduced, stored, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,

mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, except as permitted under

Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the prior written

permission of the author. Requests to the author and publisher for permission should be

addressed to the following email: Coach@coachangelajae.comLimitation of liability/disclaimer

of warranty: While the publisher and author have used their best efforts in preparing this guide,

they make no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of

the contents of this document and specifically disclaim any implied warranties of

merchantability or fitness for particular purpose. No warranty may be created or extended by

sales representatives, promoters, or written sales materials.The advice and strategies

contained herein may not be suitable for your situation. You should consult with a professional

where appropriate. Neither the publisher nor author shall be liable for any loss of profit or any

other commercial damages, including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or

other damages.Due to the dynamic nature of the Internet, certain links and website information

contained in this publication may have changed. The author and publisher make no

representations to the current accuracy of the web information shared.dedicationThis ebook is

dedicated to my most influential mentor, Mrs. Harris. She was the vice principal that taught me

how to be a dynamic elementary teacher. She took her time and poured into me the knowledge

and dedication it took to be as great as I was. She taught me how to stay in my lane, while

teaching others how to just drive properly. She showed up everyday and beat cancer at the

same time. She did what she didn't have to do and I am so much better for it. I dedicate this to

her because with every idea I have I see where it can be right, but I look for the wrongs and

ask how can I make them right. Criticism should not cause you to quit, but to hit it even

harder.reviewsThe first day was a little rough because I hadn't jumped rope since I was in high

school, which was 30 years ago! I'm excited about my accomplishments that is not measured

in pounds or inches, but jumps. I have continued to jump rope to keep the results coming. I'm

so grateful for the Stella Society Community you've got me back to my love FITNESS!!!

Veronica B.I needed something to get me moving without feeling the bore of exercising.

Jumping rope is an exercise I enjoy doing. It is easy on my knees and I can do it with my

daughter. This 7 day challenge gave me the motivation to keep going. I look forward to the 40

day extension.Tiffani G.I have seen lots of people talking about jump rope challenge so I

decided to join one and I am happy that this is the one I joined. I Love the video's with music

and it is a great fitness level for someone my size! Very challenging but not to the point that I

want to quit.Lora L.Coach AngelaJaeHey yaw'll, thank you for taking the time to participate in

this 7 day challenge and for sharing it with others. I am Coach Angela Jae, a certified Master

Trainer who loves everything that has to do with bettering myself. I have been in the fitness

industry since the first day I played on the playgrounf.Jump Your Way Lean was created as a

cardio alternative during the Covid-19 pandemic and a week of rain. During that week, I was

not able to ride my bike, but I needed something to do to keep my sanity. I reached in my gym

bag and pulled out this rubber string with handles and "BAM" I was in love and in motion.

Sharing my new found (but old exercise) love was easy because everyone was looking for

something to do as well.That is where you come to mind. I wanted to give you something easy



to do and have access to quality knowledge on how to be successful. A simple, short ebook for

you to reference as a guide, to share and to keep for whenever you are ready to use it. I hope

you enjoy it as much as I have enjoyed creating it.Coach Angela Jae IG: @bestellastrong FB:

The Stella Society
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